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what people are writing about

BOOKS

do its” from the book, but he
should get an idea of what “how
to do its” he needs.

The Impact of Systems and Com
puters on Management and on
the Accountant by C.
Edge,
L. C. Roy, and P. J. Sandiford,
The Society of Industrial and Cost
Accountants of Canada, Hamilton,
Ontario, 1966, 207 pages, $5.

Another in the series of special
studies commissioned by the So
ciety of Industrial and Cost Ac
countants of Canada, this book is
based on a survey of current appli
cations in the systems and com
puter field throughout the United
States and Canada conducted by
K. J. Burns, an engineer who was,
at the time of the survey, attend
ing the McGill University Graduate
School of Business.
The results of the survey are not
reported as such, but it was the

This little volume combines some
of the basics of systems, data proc
essing, and operations research
with a plea to the accountant to
learn more about these fields. The
reader will not get many “how to

source of the most interesting sec
tion of the book—three case studies
of large-scale, more or less inte
grated data processing systems.
These cases are the processing of
policy information at the Confeder
ate Life Association of Toronto,
one of Canada’s first major com
puter projects; Westinghouse Elec
tric Corporation’s nearly all-em
bracing electronic data processing
and communications system, one of
the most advanced yet developed;
and Air Canada’s extremely high
speed electronic reservation system.
For the most part the rest of the
book goes over familiar ground.
Early chapters explain the manage
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outright as a manual without
ment process; the systems concept;
tal investment proposals through
the technical terms used in describ
further analysis. It should be help
ten-year budgets to such important
ing data handling, data communi
ful, however, as a point of depar
but frequently neglected analyses
cations, and data processing equip
ture for any executive or consultant
post-audit performance evalua
ment (with a glossary of terms and
faced with the task of designing a
tions. They are sufficiently detailed
a tabulation of characteristics and
capital expenditure control system.
to be used as they stand by com
typical costs of available communi
panies whose needs they happen to
cations links); and the principal
fit; in any case,
the author notes,
techniques of operations research.
they could save financial executives
The final chapters attempt to
Make or Buy by Harry Gross,
considerable time in organizing a
forecast future developments in in
control system for capital expendi
Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood
formation processing and assess
tures.
Cliffs, N.J., 1966, 231 pages, $17.50.
their effects on the management ac
The emphasis is on methods
countant.
analysis and their application rather
In its foreword this book is de
The authors’ conclusion: The ac
than on the principles involved.
scribed
“a comprehensive en
countant is being replaced as a
However, the principles also are
cyclopedia of make or buy” It is
bookkeeper by the computer and
discussed briefly, to the extent nec
not that, but in view of the relative
a problem solver by the opera
essary for understanding of the
paucity of material on this subject,
tions research man. He is also los
methods. These sections, the author
it may have some reference value.
ing his exclusivity as a purveyor of
suggests, could be used for per
management information. If his role
As the author notes, there have
sonnel orientation. The remainder
in business is to grow, he must
been few book-length treatments
of the text explains the procedures
make these new tools his own.
that should be followed for ade
of the make or buy decision. One
Some suggestions are offered for
reason may be that there is not that
quate control and how these pro
doing so.
cedures should be organized.
much to say about it; this volume
All this has been said before,
The topics covered are as fol
reaches its present length by dint of
but it bears repeating. As this book
lows: proposal origination and the
a good deal of repetition and in
emphasizes, the key to success is
economic analysis of investments,
clusion of such significant—but not
continuous education.
capital budget preparation and
closely related—subjects as foreign
presentation, the release of cash
trade, budgeting, inventory control,
for accepted investments, the prep
and lease vs. buy analysis.
aration of progress reports on cur
The book is comprehensive. It
Capital Investment Decisions by
rent capital expenditures, the anal
touches on every element that con
G. G. Meredith, University of
ysis of lease vs. buy, post-comple
ceivably could be a factor in a
Queensland Press, St. Lucia, Queens
tion audits of current and past in
make or buy analysis. Much of the
land, Australia, 1966, 103 pages,
discussion—for example, of such
vestments, procedures for emer
$5.50.
gency action, and control over the
topics as what types of business
disposal or sale of capital items.
are likely to prefer buying to mak
Subtitled “A Manual for Mana
Three methods of analyzing capital
ing or vice versa—inevitably con
gerial Planning and Control,” this
sists of generalities. Even the sec
investment proposals are offered:
book is not a theoretical discussion
payback, annual equivalent cost
tions on cost analysis are less con
but rather an actual procedures
crete than one would expect from
(for replacement decisions where
manual, complete with forms, de
a CPA. (The author is a partner
minimum cost rather than maxi
signed for adoption—or adaptation
in the firm of L. Handelsman and
mum return is the criterion), and
—by companies of any size.
return on investment. A complete
Company.)
set of interest tables for use in de
Mr. Gross is lavish in his use
Businessmen’s well known fond
termining the present values of fu
case histories and exhibits. Many
ness for package solutions should
ture returns is included as an ap
of the case studies are not about
make a best seller of this volume,
pendix.
make or buy analysis at all—i.e., a
a real how-to-do-it book on a sub
This book is the first in a series
comparison of the costs of pro
ject seldom if ever treated in this
illustrating techniques of economic
ducing with automated and non
way. Presented in the format of a
analysis for specific situations. Sub
automated equipment or a com
procedures manual, it is an attempt
sequent volumes will deal with in
parison of production costs in
to provide, for a company of any
ventory control, cost-volume fluc
Puerto Rico with those in an ex
size in any industry, a ready-made
tuations, and marketing problems.
isting mainland plant—but many of
control system for capital expendi
It is to be hoped that they will be
them are interesting, and most of
tures.
useful as this one.
them have some value to the reader.
The heart of the book is its col
Undoubtedly it would be unwise
The author has not really reached
lection of forms, ranging from capi
for any company to adopt this book
his stated objective, “to provide
September-October, 1966
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in the line sometimes have a stimu
article deals with the linkage among
management with detailed guide
lating effect as an indeterminate
lines to assist in analyzing, formu
items in a product line for an indi
proportion of potential buyers ap
vidual company that are either
lating, and concluding make or buy
parently assume that the most ex
substitutes
for
or
complementary
decisions.” He has, however, as

pensive is also of the highest
to each other. What should be con
sembled a good deal of information
quality.
more or less relevant to his subject.
sidered in setting price differentials
When pricing in-between items in
between items in the same product
The result may be useful to the
the product line sellers must study
line? What are the entanglements
executive with little background in
the following: (1) If prices are
of adding items at either end or of
this field.
very close and differences are not
changing the prices of end items
apparent, customers tend to be
already marketed? What elements
come confused and will not buy;
do and should determine the pric
(2) price gaps tend to grow
we
ing of complementary items in a
MAGAZINES
approach the upper end of the line;
product mix?
(3) sales tend to concentrate at
Management must evaluate many
Product Line Pricing by lfred
several price points, and a company
factors in determining the size of
R. Oxenfeldt, Harvard Business
should be certain it has products
price differentials among substitute
Review, July-August, 1966.
at these prices; and (4) large price
items within a product line. Buy
gaps should be avoided as buyers
ers carefully consider the pro
What effect do changes in the
will believe the seller has a limited
ducer’s entire line
for example,
price of a product have on competi
line of offerings.
refrigerators, radios, and TV sets.
tive and complementary products
Variations in price must make
in the same product line? Not much
sense to consumers—price related
is really known about this problem,
Complementary pricing
to cost is considered equitable. If
Mr. Oxenfeldt points out. He offers
Complementary items are those
a new item is unique, most buyers
some hypotheses.
whose sale boosts the sale of other
realize that the seller must be com
products, e.g., as extension phones
pensated for risk taking in addition
Our knowledge of product line
enhance the sale of calls. Accord
to
cost.
However,
the
seller
must
pricing is limited. Economic theory
ingly,
they require different forms
balance
a
high
profit
margin
against
and managerial economics do no
of
price
treatment. In certain cases
the probability that customers will
more than distinguish three classes
the
purchase
of one product re
continue to use his older product.
of demand: for substitute, comple
quires
customers
to obtain other
The best price is one that allows for
mentary, and neutral products. But
items from the same supplier, e.g.,
all these factors; unfortunately, it
these are not clear-cut categories.
special cases for carrying and/or
is usually difficult to discover in
In many cases any product may be
storing units. Here the seller can
any specific case.
a substitute for some customers and
afford to offer strong price incen
complementary for others. We can
tives for the major item while de
expect few items within a product
Effects of changes
manding higher margins on the
fine to be completely neutral in
supplemental unit. Although this is
Adding items at either end of a
their effect on the sales of the
the key to pricing complementary
product line or changing their
other items in the same product
units, it is not the answer in every
prices can have various effects. The
fine. Measures designed to increase
case. Where complementarity takes
lowest-priced item in a product line
the sale of beef may reduce the
the form of helping the customer
ordinarily affects the total sales of
sales of lamb and ham.
economize on his time and effort,
the entire line although its sales
When one deals with sales-linked
e.g., selling both tennis rackets and
may be a very small proportion of
products, i.e., cases in which the
tennis balls, the seller is usually
the total. The lowest price is the
sale of one item affects the sales of
wise in taking his gains in the form
one most frequently remembered
the others, one is dealing with
of increased volume rather than
by consumers and the one com
several different kinds of relation
higher profit margins. If comple
pared with the lowest price of
ships. There are four levels of inter
mentarity is in the form of yielding
competitors. It is this price that at
linkage: (1) among products; (2)
greater consumer satisfaction and
tracts buyers; hence, price reduc
among companies; (3) among dif
the seller has an exclusive franchise,
tions are likely to have a highly
ferent product lines offered by the
e.g., telephone extensions, then he
stimulating effect on sales, other
company; and (4) among different
has the opportunity of obtaining a
things being equal. But other things
products within a single line car
higher price.
are never equal, Mr. Oxenfeldt cau
ried by an individual company.
Much of what appears in the
tions repeatedly. Competitors as
Four types of relationships can be
marketing literature, including the
distinguished: competitive or sub
well as customers are highly sensi
generalizations in the above article,
stitute; complementary; a blend of
tive to price changes. Increases in
Mr. Oxenfeldt admonishes, is either
both; or completely neutral. This
the price of the most expensive item
62
Published
by eGrove, 1966
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empirical research has been under
a consensus of informed observers
Although directed particularly at
taken to determine the educational
or represents speculation that busi
aerospace program information re
value of this relatively new ap
ness practitioners would be wise to
quirements, the concepts advanced
proach to business training.
regard only as hypotheses to be test
in this article can have more gen

In this article some previous
ed for applicability to their needs.
eral applications to all industrial
studies are cited and credited with
Shirley
Arbesfeld, CPA
management. A PERT/Cost plan
suggesting several specific benefits
New York University
ning and control matrix and net
that accrue to participants in a
work is presented as an example of
management game. These include
an actual application to system in
increased learning, higher levels of
tegration.
interest and motivation, and more
PERT and Integrated Manage
For more information on the
favorable attitudes. Some of the
ment Information Systems by J.
characteristics and managerial uses
evidence also suggests that these
S
Livingston, Management
of CPM, PERT, and other network
benefits
are not directly related to
techniques, the reader is referred
Controls, August, 1966.
the
complexity
of the simulation.
to the February, 1966, issue of
The study described thoroughly in
Managers need one integrated
Management Controls, a collection
this article was designed to add
information system for project life
of several articles on network tech
some evidence on the validity of
cycle planning and control, and the
niques (two of which were re
these claims.
PERT system could become the
viewed in the May-June, 1966, is
The study was conducted at the
key integrating element in the next
sue of Management Services).
University of Maryland on about
P
Allan Pacter
decade.
140 senior students in a business
Michigan State University
policy course. The students were
Managers badly need fully in
divided into three groups. One
tegrated information systems for
group was taught
usual using
planning and control of projects
case studies and selected readings.
during their entire life cycle, from
Study of the Educational Value
The second group’s instruction was
concept formulation through de
of Management Games by An
essentially the same as the first but
velopment, production, and opera
thony P. Raia, The Journal of
included
participation in a rela
tion. Existing planning and control
Business, July, 1966.
tively
simple
business game. The
systems are often designed to meet
third
group
also
received the same
the separate information needs of
Are management games used as a
instruction
as
the
first except that
engineering, scheduling, produc
teaching aid worth all the time and
participation in a complex business
tion, cost accounting, and other
money required to develop and run
game was added.
functional managers but seldom
them? The author provides some
The hypotheses tested were as
provide the total information need
badly needed empirical evidence.
follows:
ed to make decisions at the supra
functional level.
Within the last ten years the use
1. When used
a supplemen
Dr. Livingston argues that PERT
of management games has become
tary teaching aid, participa
could provide a comprehensive
widespread in American schools of
tion in a management game
planning and control matrix to in
business. They are generally inte
provides:
grated into various courses in the
tegrate all management information
a) Increased learning
requirements. Such a matrix could
curricula as a supplementary teach
b) More favorable attitudes
ing device, often used in conjunc
relate products and services to pro
c) High levels of interest and
grams and program elements for
tion with case analysis and read
motivation.
which they are needed and further
ings. This trend has been accom
2.
relatively
simple game pro
permit accumulation and analysis
panied by considerable questioning
vides
essentially
the same
of schedule and cost information as
of games’ educational value. It is
benefits
as
one
that
is more
required by management.
important to know whether the re
complex,
in
terms
of:
Of particular relevance to firms
sults justify the time and effort
a) Learning
students and faculty and the cost of
with government project contracts
b)
Attitudes
developing and running the game.
is the problem of coordinating in
c)
Levels
of interest and mo
Initial experiments with the use
ternal information requirements
tivation.
with those of the governmental
of business games in teaching were
greatly stimulated by glowing re
agency. A PERT-integrated infor
On the basis of the data gathered
ports of those who had used games
mation system can provide a uni
during
this study, it was concluded
in their classes. But subjective evi
form information specification to
(1) that, when used as a supple
dence of the value of the technique
fill the needs of both government
mentary teaching aid, the games
has not satisfied opponents or pro
and company project and program
enhanced learning and raised stu
ponents of games. Surprisingly little
managers.
September-October, 1966
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make the analysis of capital ex
solve the quadratic integer pro
dent interest and motivation and
penditures oversimplified, in the
graming formulation, a formulation
(2) that the relatively simple game
author’s opinion.
that results when interrelated proj
provided essentially the same bene
Real-world projects often are
ects are considered or when various
fits
the more complex one. Con

interrelated, and the returns from
approaches to the same problem
trary to what was hypothesized,
all projects contain elements of
are being evaluated.
however, the games did not de
uncertainty. The author feels that
Nonlinear utility functions create
velop more favorable attitudes to
many capital budgeting techniques
many other considerations, some
ward the course.
do not sufficiently allow for these
In terms of learning experienced
which are discussed in the context
problems. Interdependent projects
in the course, the game players
of R and D. With a quadratic util
cannot be simply added up, still
demonstrated greater knowledge
ity function or any nonlinear utility
less considered separately. An ex
basic management concepts and
function, the order in which proj
ample might be the case of Proj
techniques and better skill in ap
ects are considered can change the
plying them to specific situations
ect B, which cannot be under
projects selected. Another compli
taken unless Project A is also.
on all parts of the final written
cation is that the value of the pre
When considered alone, Project A
exam. Higher levels of interest and
viously selected set of projects is a
may be undesirable. The problems
motivation were confirmed not only
random variable, which means that
created by uncertainty are known
by reported feelings of the par
the joint distribution of the out
to everyone involved in planning.
ticipants but also by their behavior.
comes of present and potential proj
Game players were absent less and
The basic problem considered is
ects should be included in the cal
the maximization of the net present
spent more time on the course
culations.
value of a group of investment
throughout the semester than their
This technical article assumes a
counterparts in the control group.
alternatives. The total investment
familiarity with certain types of
Perhaps the most significant find
possible is assumed to be limited by
budgeting problems and the sug
the availability of resources such as
ing of this study was that game
gested solutions to these problems.
investable funds. Previously, this
complexity (as tested) was not
The problem situations are realistic
problem could have been solved
found to have caused any signifi
and have meaning to the practi
using trial and error methods to
cant differences between the two
tioner. However, the same is not
select projects or reject them. Lin
game-playing groups in any of the
necessarily true of the problem
measures of learning experience, at
ear programing techniques may re
solving techniques that are dis
sult in fractional acceptance of
titudes, or levels of interest and
cussed. The techniques referred to
motivation. This suggests that in
projects that may be undesirable.
or presented in the article include
A computer flow chart is pre
terms of student and faculty effort
integer programing, linear pro
sented for an improved dynamic
devoted to the game, a simple game
graming, dynamic programing, La
programing solution for the basic
may be more worthwhile than a
grange multipliers, and the opti
problem of project selection. The
complex one.
mizing procedure of Reiter. Those
James C. Stallman
number of budget restraints is
who are not already familiar with
University of Illinois
arbitrary and may be significantly
these techniques will find this ar
greater than the usual two. Also,
ticle somewhat esoteric.
the projects are selected or rejected
William F. Bentz
avoiding the occurrence of frac
The Ohio State University
Capital Budgeting of Interrelated
tional implementation and integers
Projects: Survey and Synthesis
greater than one, which arose in
by H. Martin Weingartner, Man
previous applications of dynamic
agement Science, March, 1966.
programing.
The techniques necessary to
Capital budgeting techniques are
adapt
linear and integer program
surveyed and are found to be over
ing,
dynamic
programing, and
simplified and based on unsound
quadratic
integer
programing to
assumptions. The author proceeds
the
problem
of
interrelated
projects
HELP WANTED
to propose a number of improved
are
outlined.
A
number
of
proba
HEAD NEW Management Services De
methods.
partment. Baltimore CPA firm wants
bilistic considerations are discussed,
CPA with auditing and MS background
The related assumptions often
including conditional probability
to head and develop management services
made in capital budgeting litera
department. Salary to $15,000. Box 390.
distributions, utility questions, and
ture are that the adoption or re
interdependent investments with
RATES: Help Wanted, Professional Opportu
jection of one project does not af
nities and Miscellany 50 cents a word. Situa
probabilistic returns.
tions Wanted 30 cents a word. Box number,
when used, is two words. Classified advertise
fect the results of a second project
The last topic covered is the
ments are payable in advance. Closing date,
20th of month preceding date of issue. Address
and that some meaningful demand
problem of
and D project selec
for replies Box number, Management Services,
666 Fifth Ave., N. Y. 10019.
schedule exists. These assumptions
tion. Various techniques are used to
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ADVERTISING
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